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Abstract: Visible Light Communication (VLC) is a promptly growing area of study and applications, due to 

the prospective and predicted high efficiency of bandwidth by using Light Emitting Diode (LED). This paper 

presents VLC systems using white LEDs for indoor applications. A Non-return Zero On-Off Keying (NRZ-OOK) 

schemes is used to transmit data. A prototype has been developed and demonstrated experimentally which 

accounted for the Line of Sight (LOS) with directed link. In this paper, received power is studied by analysing 

some parameters such as the distance between the transmitter and receiver, different transmitter angle, photodiode 

surface area and ambient light and also other parameters was considered in order to achieve good performance in 

video transmission. A seamless video signal transmission is observed in a testing board and parameters that 

influence of VLC systems performance was tested under various environmental conditions. Based on the 

performance analysis, the hardware for simplex mode video signal transmission has shown that the distance able 

to provide good image on the screen is 78 cm. 
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1. Introduction 

VLC is a new technology that is intriguing to realize low cost data transmission in conjunction with lighting. 

Currently, a lot of researchers are working on the development of Light Emitting Diode (LED) lighting system 

due to lower power consumption and longer life-time. For communication purposes, the factors influencing the 

efficiency of VLC system is divided into two parts, namely, internal and external factors. Internal factors system 

refers to data rate, specifications as well as the position of the transmitter and receiver. External factors system 

refers to the influence of ambient light that exists in the space environment. To realize the VLC technology for 

both illumination and communication, a study on the design of transmitter and receiver of the lighting systems 

which affects the system efficiency was recently conducted. Directed LOS, light radiation is an attractive 

transmission medium for wireless indoor non-public networks. Advantages offered by light waves over radio 
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including the availability of an effectively unlimited, unregulated spectrum, and the fact that light waves does not 

pass through walls or other opaque barriers. These advantages allow easy interference prevention from adjacent 

rooms. Therefore, the transmission by light waves is more suitable for indoor wireless networks than the one by 

radio waves (Tanaka, Komine, Haruyama & Nakagawa, 2001).  

Recently, the effectiveness of the VLC systems has been studied. Although the current systems give the best 

performance of the VLC system, room for improvements are still available. Nowadays, the usage of LED has 

risen sharply (Won, 2009) which lead to the expectation of replacing fluorescent lights usage with LEDs as 

illumination sources and at same time as VLC transmitters. In addition, white LEDs has drawn high attention to 

be considered as lighting for the next generation (Tanaka et al., 2001). The most common choice of receivers is 

photodiodes which proven capable of turning light signals into electrical pulses. The signal retrieved in this way 

can then be demodulated into actual data. 

The visible light applications for wireless communication was proven and documented in the article (Liu, 

Makino & Maeda, 2008) which successfully implemented the audio signal of 4m. In the study, the modulation 

technique was improved using a computer controller that acts as a transmitter circuit to overcome the LEDs flicker. 

Then (Rufo, Delgado, Quintana, Perera, & Rabadan, 2010) has proven to successfully transmit video signals using 

this system. This system is suitable for the video transmission and at the same time providing the illumination 

level of 85 percent to 15 percent of the power emitted by the lamp nominal. 

We have proposed a wireless optical communications using white LEDs for indoor application. In this 

system, the high power lightning equipment is capable of having capacity for illumination and also wireless 

optical communication throughout the whole room. Besides that, an optical path influences with NRZ-OOK 

coding was considered. On the other hand, the quality of data transmission in the VLC system can be evaluated 

through the received power, Bit Error Rate (BER) and SNR computation. This research specifically will 

concentrate only on received power computation. Through experimental results, we found that these approaches 

are feasible for the wireless optical link utilizing white LEDs for video transmission. 

2. Principles of Proposed System 

In this study, a system was developed to meet the standard of communication and lighting in VLC system. 

The development of this system utilised the analytical NRZ-OOK modulation format. On the other hand, the 

quality of data transmission in the VLC system can be evaluated through the received power, Bit Error Rate (BER) 

and Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) computation.  

On the basis of this experiment, white LED with high brightness has been selected to be installed on the 

transmitter circuit. The white light emitted by the LED acts as a carrier for video data and serves to modulate the 

amplitude of the light based on the amplitude of the video signal (Mohammad Syuhaimi, Ab-Rahman Luqman & 

Jumari, 2011). While, the photo detector acts as receiver. Optical signal is absorbed by the photo detector and the 

signal will demodulate video signal in the form of an electrical signal (Mohammad Syuhaimi, Ab-Rahman 

Luqman & Jumari, 2011). 

Generally in VLC system, the parameters of SNR and BER are an indication of the performance of the 

system. The minimum standards of the BER for wireless communications on air is 10-6 while for fiber-optic 

communication line is 10-9 (Alexander, 1997). Similarly, in article (Komine, Member & Nakagawa, 2004) has 

described the parameters of the observed BER for wireless VLC is 10-6.  
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The relationship between the SNR and BER is dependent on the type of modulation formats used in digital 

signal transmission. In this study, the On-Off keying (OOK) with Non Return Zero (NRZ) coding was selected.  

In order to evaluate the performance of the video transmission in VLC system there were some parameter need to 

be considered. 

3. Performance of Data Transmission 

The quality of video transmission in the VLC system can be evaluated through the received optical power. 

The performance of the system is usually rely on some parameters such as distance between the transmitter and 

receiver, different transmitter angle, photodiode surface area and also ambient light in order to achieve good 

performance on data transmission. This study specifically will look into the above mentioned factors and received 

power parameters. 

The process in analyzing the effect of performance on VLC system involves the usage of MathCAD tools. 

Besides that, there are some fixed parameters has been considered such as half power semi angle (HP), Field of 

View (FOV) angle and receiver responsibility. HP and FOV angle was 70° respectively (Amirshahi & Kavehrad, 

2006). Since the horizontal distance parameters will change and vertical distance is set as high as 1.65 m, the 

horizontal distance parameter will be plotted along with the observations of received power in the analysis. The 

performance analysis is carried out such that the parameters are set based on Table 1. 
 

Table 1  Parameters for Received Power 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 

HP Ø1/2 70º Degree 

Gain of optical filter Ts 1 - 

Background current Ibg 740-6 amp Ampere 

Refractive Index N 1.5 - 

Height z 1.65 m Meter 

Transmitter power Pt 1 W Watt 

Photo detector area A 2cm2 meter square 
 

The light intensity that fall on the photodiode is proportional with the transmitted electrical signal. The 

received power could be given by (Kahn & Barry, 1997): 

Pr = H(0)Pt                                 (1) 

Where Pt(W) is the transmitted power and H(0) is the dc channel gain. The dc channel gain for LOS 

condition is derived by (Kahn & Barry, 1997); 
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where p is an order of Lambertian emission, A is the physical area of photodiode, Ts is the optical filter gain which 

is equal to 1, g( ψ) is the optical concentrator gain, Ø is the irradiance angle, ψ is the angle of incidence and d is 

the distance of transmitter and receiver. The concentrator gain is given by Zeng et al. (2008); 
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where n represents the refractive index with the value is 1.5 and ψc is the field of view of photodiode that is fixed 

at the angle of 75°. While the Lambertian emission p, equation is (Zeng et al., 2008); 

ln 2

ln(cos( ))c

p
φ

= −                                      (4) 

cφ  is the transmitter semi-angle at half power of LED. 

4. Experiment Results and Discussion 

4.1 Basic Testing Result  

This basic experiment aims to investigate the beam propagation of light waves produced by the LED and at 

the same time to test the ability of the signal transmission by using LEDs and photodiode that involves the 

transmission of Frequency Modulation (FM) signal which frequently used by radio broadcasts.  

This experiment will allow identification of the maximum horizontal distance for wireless communications. 

The white light emitted by LEDs is transmitted when dealing with photodiode as shown in Figure 1. Results of a 

voltage drop in photodiode were recorded for each additional 5 cm perpendicular distance between the transmitter 

and receiver. The perpendicular distance is called the vertical distance X plane which can be seen in Figure 2. 

Moreover, through this research finding the directed LOS link will be the only focus. 
 

 
Figure 1  Experiment with Increment X Axis between LED and Solar Cell 

 

 
Figure 2  Experiment Related to Increment of Horizontal Y Axis to the Left and Right Side 
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This experiment is tested in two experimental formations, 1) by fixing the receiver to the Y plane position 

while varying the value of distance on X plane, and 2) by fixing the receiver to the X plane position while varying 

the value of distance on Y plane. Positive value represents the distance to the right of the LED while a negative 

value represents the distance to the left of the LED as shown in Figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3  Experimental Set Up for Investigating Beam Propagation Light 

 

The output voltage of white LEDs at different distance is plotted as can be seen in Figure 4 to verify the 

ability of audio signal transmission using LED. Figure 4 shows the highest output voltage is 0.175 V when 

receiver at distance 5 cm for X vertical plane and 0 cm for Y horizontal plane. At this position, the output of audio 

signal frequency can be received clearly. The audio signal was considered as weak signal when receiver was 

moved 6 cm both to the left and right of Y plane. The changes in distance of X vertical plane to 10 cm reflect the 

decrement of output voltage from photodiode to 30 mV. However, FM audio signal are able to be received clearly 

at zero Y horizontal plane position.  
 

 
Figure 4  Output Voltage with Different Distance 

 

The increment of X vertical plane distance to 15 cm and Y horizontal plane to zero causes photodiode output 

voltage to decrease and a quality of FM audio signal found to be weaken. The movement of Y horizontal plane 

receiver was limited until 4 cm both on the left and right side. There is no FM audio signal received if the distance 

is more than 4 cm which means that the intensity of LED light emission is at low value.  
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4.1.1 Influence of Different Angle Transmitter 

This analysis involves a different angle Half Power (HP) LED specification, LED voltage drop and current 

flow through it and the light curve that produced by the LED. Table 2 shows the data for receiver power value 

with distance increment for partial angle transmitter 30° and 50° while Figure 5 shows the plotted graph for the 

received power versus the distance for different HP angles. 
 

Table 2  Receiver Power for Different Angle Transmitter Half Power 

Distance (cm) Receiver Power at Transmitter 30° (mW) Receiver Power at Transmitter 50° (mW) 

1 1.257 1.070 

2 0.739 0.545 

3 0.470 0.310 

4 0.331 0.206 

5 0.243 0.144 

6 0.185 0.108 

7 0.146 0.084 

8 0.119 0.068 

9 0.098 0.055 

10 0.083 0.046 
 

Figure 5 shows degradation shape in exponent against the power received when the distance increases. From 

the graph, it shows that the results of LED emission with a smaller HP angle will produce greater received power 

and also produce a focused beam of light with high intensity compare to LED with larger HP angle. However, it 

was found that the gap between the received powers against LED becomes smaller as the distance becomes farther 

between the vertical plane transmitters and receivers. 
 

 
Figure 5  Receiver Power (Mw) Versus Distance (Cm) For Different Angle Hp Transmitter 

 

4.1.2 Influence of Photodiode Surface Area 

In this analysis, photo diode is used as receiver to convert optical signal into electrical signals. Thus, surface 
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area of photo diode is an important factor in contributing to the efficiency of this system. Flow rate produced by 

the photo diode is dependent on the intensity and rate of light falling on its surface. However, the analysis on 

receiver specification such as the size of the surface area of different photo diodes and linearity analysis must be 

undertaken before any receiver is selected. This is to determine the effectiveness of the developed system. All the 

data received were recorded and the graph is plotted as in Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6  Receiver Power (dBm) for Photodiode Versus Distance (cm) for Different Receiver Area Size 

 

By using two sizes of photodiode surface area, 15 mm2 and 50 mm2 as shown in Figure 6, the two sizes of 

photo-detectors formed logarithmic decrement when the distance increases. There is a gap between the graph lines 

for both sizes increases when distance is increasing. The result in Figure 6 shows that a larger surface area of 

photodiodes can receive more light even though the distance between the transmitter and the receiver becomes 

farther to each other compare to smaller size surface of photodiodes.  

4.1.3 Influence of Ambient Light 

Experiments for influence of ambient light curves for the two different environments, in the dark and in the 

presence of external light were conducted. Figure 7 shows the effects of ambient light on the wireless 

communication system. The distance between the transmitter and receiver for both cases is set at a distance of 1 cm. 

Current supplied is limited to 21.98 mA and 16.89 mA for both conditions because of constraint of power 

meter tool capable of measuring until up to 3.15 mA as in Figure 7. With reference to Figure 7, the slope of the 

graph for the presence of ambient light found to be higher than the graph without the presence of light.  

4.1.4 Distance Increment 

Further experiments will be continued by testing the relationship between LED with increasing distance 

between the transmitter and the receiver. Figure 8 shows that if the distance increases, then the highest value 

received by optical power is significantly low despite the high injected current. 
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Figure 7  Output Power (Mw) Versus Input Current (Ma) under with and without Ambient Light 

 

 
Figure 8  Optical Power (mW) Versus Input Current (Ma) for Different Distances 

 

4.2 Implementation Testing Results 

After performing the basic and characterization experiment, results obtained were analyzed for the 

development of the experimental circuit composite video signal transmission. Analogue video signal transmission 

study focuses on directed LOS link. This experiment is focused only on the directed LOS link as shown in Figure 

9. Based on Figures 10 and 11, both of the graphs showed the power reduction was received and light luminance 

exponentially increase with the distance. 
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(a)                                             (b) 

Figure 9  Experimental Test Bed (a) and (b) for Characterize LED Beam with Respect to Distance 
 

 
Figure 10  Received Power (μW) Versus Distance (Cm) for Transmission Video Signal 

 

Based on the results, it shows that the data starts at a distance of 29 cm. Although the video signal begin to 

acquire images at a distance of 29 cm as shown in Figure 12, but the screen image is still being influenced by the 

light interference due to the intensity LED light beam found to be too high. At a distance of 0 to 28 cm, the 

intensity of light received by photo diode is too high, thus resulting in a situation where no picture is displayed on 

the TV screen. 

During the execution of the experiments, it was found that the distance between the transmitter and receiver 

of communication that allows the composite video signal is received then displayed on the television screen (TV) 

is starting from a distance of 29 cm to 140 cm. Optical power value that contain the video composite signal is 

between 29 μW to 1.5 μW. If the optical power produced more than 28 μW, then there will be no picture displayed 

by the TV screen. 
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Figure 11  Illuminance (Lx) Versus Distance (cm) for Transmission Video Signal 

 

 
Figure 12  Video Image Result through Line (Original Video Signal) 

 

Generally the picture quality for composite video signal through transmission line as shown in Figure 12 is 

much better than in the wireless transmission. The quality of the video signal displayed on the diagram is affected 

by the distance factor. For good quality video picture is from a distance of 31 cm to 36 cm and the received power 

obtained is between 0.9 μW to 27.5 μW with light luminance of 154 lx to 116.9 lx. The quality of the received 

signal started to decrease slightly at a distance of 40 cm with an acceptable power rate is 16.8 μW while 

luminance is 96.5 lx. At this distance the image has successfully screened but with dotted as shown in Figure 

4.14(a). At the distance of 60 cm the video signal is still clear and bright as depicted in Figure 13(b).  

Distance increment will reduce the quality of the video. Maximum distance of 78 cm is considered in 

position between the transmitter and the receiver with the received power is 4.75 μW and with luminance 26 lx. At 

this distance, the quality of picture is minimal as can be seen in Figure 13(c). Although the video signal still can 
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be received at a distance of 90 cm up to 140 cm in length with a rate of 3.83 μW power and receive only 1.5 μW 

as shown in Figure 13(d), but the quality of the displayed image on the screen is not satisfactory and implies that 

the quality of the received composite video signal is low. At a distance of 140 cm signal only can be received in a 

directed LOS link. 
 

  
(a)                                         (b) 

  
(c)                                       (d) 

Figure 13  Video Image Results at (a) 36 cm (b) 60 cm (c) 78 cm (d) 140cm Distance between Transmitter and Receiver 

5. Conclusion 

As a conclusion, we successfully demonstrated that acceptance of a composite video signal to produce a clear 

image is starting at a distance of 29 cm to 78 cm. Images cannot be displayed less than 29 cm, because of the 

current limiting factor. Although, signal reception is still available at a distance of 78 cm and it can even reach as 

far as 140 cm, but the images produced on the TV screen image quality is low and unsatisfactory. Based on the 

results it shows that to receive a good signal reception, it does not depend on the illumination that exceeds 

standards. Therefore, the application of this system to the dual-function of communication and lighting can be 

implemented in reality. 
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